
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From being  

Ruled by Reaction  

to being the  

Master of Emotion 
 

 



 

Discover your Strongest Superpower  

be the 

‘Master of your Emotions’ 

 
Yes, we have more superpowers inside us than you could ever 

imagine.  Again, it would be super cool if those superpowers 

made it possible for us to fly or even teleport to other worlds, but 

we can’t do that.  However, the superpowers we do have are 

always with us, inside our heads.  You guessed it… it’s your 

brain again! 

 

Now, before we start, it’s really important you understand what 

emotions really are.  Emotions are GUESSES.  Yes, really… 

they are your brains guesses to situations.  You’ll hopefully 

understand this better as we go on… 

 

TOP 5 THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT EMOTIONS: 

 

 

 There are no good or bad emotions - only our reactions make them 

good or bad. 

 

 

 Emotions are not built into our brains at birth – Emotions are built 

into our brains through experience. 

 

 Our brains use our past experiences to make sense out of the world. 

 

 Emotions that seem to just happen to us – are actually guesses made 

by our brain, remembering things that have happened in the past. 

 



 

 

 

 We are not at the mercy of mythical emotion-circuits buried deep 

inside some ancient part of our brains.  We have control over our 

emotions. 

 

 We can teach our brains, five seconds at a time, how to guess 

differently. 

 

5…4…3…2...1…   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Remember, emotions are necessary.  But when emotions get too big, they 

will make the SMART PART of our brain go off line – then Larry our 

Lizard brain takes over.  This is when you can end up making silly 

decisions or do something that might get you in trouble.   

Your brain is strong, healthy and magnificent, but… 

 

 You have to learn to be the boss of it!



 

Superpower trick #1 
 

Separate the physical and the emotional 

 
 

Before we can master emotion, you have to understand them. 

 

You also have to understand that there are physical reactions, as well as emotional 

reactions.   

 

Let me tell you a story about two very different situations that create the same physical 

sensation in Mrs Kinton’s body.  One is physical and the other is emotional.  Can you 

guess which one is which? 

 

1. Welbourn bakery….  

Mrs Kinton’s brain remembers the last time she went to the bakery.  It smelt of 

delicious freshly baked chocolate chip cookies.  Mrs Kinton’s mouth is already 

watering at the thought of the cookies and as she walks through the door she smells 

them.  They smell lip-smackingly good!  Mrs Kinton’s brain guesses correctly 

(because she’s been here before).  When she gets to the bakery she buys some 

cookies – now her brain sends a message to her tummy to prepare itself!!  Mrs 

Kinton’s tummy starts to churn and grumble. 

 

2. Surprise test at school…  

Mrs Kinton sits down in her classroom where her teacher announces that everyone 

will be doing a maths test straight away.  Mrs Kinton’s brain remembers the last 

maths test she did, where she didn’t do very well.  Mrs Kinton’s brain guesses she’s 

not going to do very well again.  Mrs Kinton starts to feel uncomfortable and sick.  

Mrs Kinton’s tummy starts to churn and grumble. 

 

In both situations Mrs Kinton had the same physical sensations – her tummy starts to 

churn and grumble - but they were two completely different experiences. 

 

Did you manage to guess which is a physical reaction and which is an emotional reaction? 

 

 

1. Was Hunger  – this is a physical reaction – (it’s something we are born with) 

2. Was Dread  – this is an emotional reaction – (something we’ve learnt) 

 

 

I hope you can see the difference between the two.  So some reactions we have are 

responses to natural instincts which we are born with to survive, while other are learnt 

reactions due to our experiences in life.  And these emotional reactions are the ones we 

can change! 

 



 

Superpower trick #2 
 

Recognise your habits. 

 

 

It’s really important that we can recognise habits.  A habit is something we do without 

thinking about it.  Some habits we get into are great, others are not so great.  Let’s look at 

one habit which we all do. 

 

Quitting when things get hard! 
 

We all do it! 

 

Mrs Kinton often quits when it comes to Maths.  She knows she should be doing maths 

but when it comes to it she finds herself in the kitchen making tea, munching chocolate 

bourbons, annoying her husband, whilst watching dog videos on YouTube.  When she 

was a child she would cry or go and hide.  These are habits she has got into to avoid 

doing hard things which she needs to do. 

 

 

What things in life do you find hard?   

 

What do you do instead of doing the hard things? 

 

Over time, this quitting becomes a habit.  Especially if it gets you out of doing what you 

need to do.  Hiding and crying worked for Mrs Kinton and so did making tea and 

munching on chocolate bourbons.  Once our brains have learnt we can get out of doing 

things, our brains store that information, so the next time we face something hard – our 

habits automatically kick in.  Because making tea and munching on chocolate bourbons is 

easier than doing maths. Even grownups do this! 

 

 

 



 

Ask your family and grownups what things in life they find hard and what they do instead 

of getting on with things. 

 

 

 

CONGRATULATIONS! 
 

You’ve learnt the second Superpower Trick:  

 

Recognising Habits You’ve Created.  

 

That’s a big deal!  And you should feel really proud of yourself. 

 Now when you recognise your habits taking over, you can pull out your next 

superpower trick.  Read on to find out about Superpower trick #3
 

 



 

Superpower trick #3 
 

Know your Triggers! 

 
Great now you can recognise your habits, you’ll be pleased to know that habits can be 

broken.  And all habits begin with a trigger.  A trigger is something that makes you feel like 

you can’t do the hard thing you need to do.  It’s what stops you in your tracks.  It’s really 

important that we know what our triggers are.  What is it that makes us feel like we can’t do 

something?  What is it that makes us scared to do something?  What is that makes us upset 

about doing something? 

 

Triggers can be anything from… 

 

 a smell,  

 a time of day,  

 a place,  

 a person,  

 a look on someone’s face 

 a thought in our head 

 a memory 

 

Mrs Kinton’s trigger is when a nine looks like a six.  Then a memory will pop into her head 

of someone telling her that she’s ‘rubbish at maths’ and the next thing she knows she’s in 

the kitchen making tea and eating chocolate bourbons, annoying her husband and watching 

dog videos on YouTube.  When she was a child she would cry or hide. 

 

Now that Mrs Kinton knows what triggers her to be a quitter, she has replaced her habit of 

(drinking tea and eating chocolate bourbons) with healthy refocusing.  Now, when a six 

looks like a nine and she has sad thoughts, Mrs Kinton will… 

 

 Take five deep breaths 

 Drink some water 

 Do some stretching exercises 

 Anchor her thoughts, saying to herself – ‘You are clever’ and ‘You can do this’ 

 

What triggers you to give up?  Don’t worry if you’re not sure straight away.  But next time 

you find yourself doing something negative, distracting others, crying, lashing out, wanting 

more screen time… Try to notice what has happened for you to feel this way and when you 

do notice write it down here… 

 

 



 

Superpower trick #4 
 

Anchor your thoughts! 
 

 

Awesome!  You’ve just discovered your third Superpower trick!  Knowing your triggers.  

Now when you feel emotions taking over, you can recognise your habits and know your 

triggers - then you must anchor your thoughts.   

 

Mrs Kinton has a big red dog called Red and when we go for a walk 

(we’re walking a lot at the moment) sometimes Red starts to 

wander, so Mrs Kinton gives his lead a gentle tug to pull him back 

to her side and to safety. 

 

Thoughts are sometimes like naughty puppies and happy thoughts 

can sometimes turn to angry thoughts.  So when Mrs Kinton’s 

thoughts start wandering and getting upset, she tugs on the lead in 

her mind to pull her thoughts back and then she repeats a special 

thought, which she calls an ‘Anchor Thought’.    

 

‘Anchor Thoughts’ are really important and you must practise 

them every day.  Remember, the conversation you have with 

yourself in your head is the most important conversation you 

will ever have.  And ‘Anchoring your thoughts’ on purpose 

and out loud will give you control over them. 

 

Just like an anchor holds a boat in place, ‘Anchor Thoughts’ hold your 

mind in place and helps us master our emotions. 

  

When you tug the lead on your thoughts, what will your ‘Anchor Thought’ be? 

 

HERE’S MRS KINTON’S EXAMPLE: 

 
I am loved. I am brave. I am clever. I am unique. 

 

1. 

 

 

2.  

 

 

3. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Superpower trick #5 
 

5…4…3…2…1… Breathe! 
 

 

CONGRATULATIONS!   Now you have learnt how to tug on the lead and anchor your 

thoughts, you can use this Superpower the next time you feel yourself getting over 

emotional. 

 

But sometimes we get caught off guard.  Sometimes the emotion won’t go away.  In these 

situations Mrs Kinton will use her 5…4…3…2…1…Breathe!  It is super important that the 

minute Mrs Kinton feels emotional, that she follow these rules… 

 

 

 Count backwards from 5.  5…4…3…2…1… (it won’t work if you count up) 

 

 As you count breathe in deeply, until you get to 1… then breathe out. 

 

 Do this 5 times. 

 

 With each breath repeat your anchor thought.  Your emotions will often try to talk 

you out of calming down.  Believe me, they will try.  And sometimes your emotions 

might win.  But that’s okay.  It will take practise.  And sometimes you will win. 

 

 And every time you win, you should reward yourself. 

 

 

 

 

CONGRATULATIONS! 

 

You’ve learnt what you can do when your emotions catches you off guard:   

use the 5…4…3…2…1…Breathe! 

 

Here are some other breathing techniques… 

 



 

Using your Breath 

 

Deep breathing is a powerful way of becoming the boss of your brain, especially when our 

emotions get bossy.  Deep breathing strengthens and calms the brain enough so the SMART 

PART can take control of the big feelings and help you to make sensible decisions.   

Here are some other fun ways to practice.  

 

Hot Cocoa Breathing 

 Pretend that you have your hands wrapped around a mug of hot cocoa.  

 Breathe in through your nose for five seconds (counting backwards), 

 Breathe in the deeeelicious chocolatey smell.  

 Breathe out through your mouth for five seconds (counting backwards),  

 Breathe out like you’re blowing the coco cool.  

 Keep doing this four or five times, until you start to feel yourself relax. 

 

Figure 8 Breathing 

 Using your finger, imagine that you are writing the figure ‘8’.  

 You can do it anywhere you like – on your arm, a soft toy – anywhere.  

 As you draw the top of the 8, breathe in for five (counting backwards).  

 When you get to the middle, hold for one.  

 Then, as you trace the bottom part, breathe out for five (counting backwards).  

 Let it be a really smooth, relaxing movement, and repeat it a few times.  

 Ahhhh … bliss 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Superpower trick #6 
 

Own it! 

 
Finally… it’s really important you understand 

that we all think differently. 

There are 7.5 billion people on the planet and 

every ones brain is making  

                  unique emotional guesses. 
 
Sometimes we get scared about being seen for who we really are and how we really think. 

And that’s very normal. 

 

Sometimes we might see our differences as a weaknesses. 

But this is not true. 

 

Our differences are our strengths, they are what makes us, us. 

And nobody else can be you. 

 

We all have different skills that others don’t have. 

So it’s pointless comparing ourselves. 

 

 

 

 

It’s really important to be comfortable with who you are and own who you are. 

Own your super powers 

own your thoughts – own your skills, your abilities and your 

personal traits.   

Own how hard you work, your creativity, your empathy, your 

determination, your sense of humour and own your emotions.   

They make you, you.   

And you are incredible. 
 



 

 

CONGRATULATIONS! 
 

 

 

YOU DID IT! You learnt how to use your Superpowers to 

Master your Emotions.  

So the next time you feel your emotions taking over,  

you can… 

 

 

 Separate the physical and emotional  

 Recognise your habits 

 Know your triggers 

 Tug the lead and anchor your thoughts, 

 5…4…3…2…1…Breathe! 

 Own it!  You’re Amazing. 
 
 
 

 

Never forget that you have these superpowers.   

They are naturally yours.   

Always. 

And remember, it takes time to learn how to use 

new tools, so be patient with yourself and keep 

practicing! 

 
 
 

Attached are some different ways of looking at emotions and show how 

sometimes our outward reactions are in fact hiding deeper feelings.  



 

Anger Iceberg 



 



 

 


